Working together for tsunamis

1. First Regional Tsunami Warning Exercise using SRATPS platform between the NTWCs of the Southeast Pacific (Chile, Colombia, Ecuador and Peru).
2. SHOA provided two internships about tsunamis, tide gauges and DART buoys experience, to technicians from Ecuador and Colombia.
3. Communication test: between the mentioned countries, telephone, e-mail, fax, SRATPS.
Ecuador- Colombia:

MOU between NDMO´s from Ecuador and Colombia(Unidad Nacional para la Gestión del Riesgo de Desastres de Colombia y la Secretaria Nacional de Gestión del Riesgo de Ecuador, in order to improve the capacities of both countries.
Chilean International Cooperation Agency (AGCI) along with SHOA hosted the International Training Course on Methodologies for the production of tsunami inundation maps.
SHOA/NTWC participate in the second version of the Diploma: “Tsunami in the South American coast of the Pacific Ocean: scientific bases, threat and vulnerability”.
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TSUNAMI THREAT FORECAST... UPDATED

- TSUNAMI WAVES REACHING MORE THAN 3 METERS ABOVE THE TIDE LEVEL ARE POSSIBLE ALONG SOME COASTS OF ECUADOR... PERU... CHILE... NEW ZEALAND... FIJI... SAMOA...
- TSUNAMI WAVES REACHING 1 TO 3 METERS ABOVE THE TIDE LEVEL ARE POSSIBLE ALONG SOME COASTS OF MEXICO... EL SALVADOR... GUATEMALA... COSTA RICA... NICARAGUA... PANAMA... COLOMBIA... ANARCTICA... AUSTRALIA...
- TSUNAMI WAVES REACHING 0.3 TO 1 METERS ABOVE THE TIDE LEVEL ARE POSSIBLE FOR SOME COASTS OF HONDURAS... JAPAN... PHILIPPINES... TAIWAN... NORTHERN MARINAS... GUMMI... PALAU... YAP... CHUUK... KOSRAE... MARSHALL
- TSUNAMI WAVES LESS THAN 0.3 METERS ABOVE THE TIDE LEVEL ARE POSSIBLE FOR SOME COASTS OF CHINA... REPUBLIC OF KOREA... DPR OF KOREA... VIETNAM...
South East Pacific is increasing it’s capabilities in detection, evaluation and dissemination of tsunami threats.

It is important to keep communication tests, and combined tsunami drills.

SRATPS has proved to be an effective tool to share combined information.

People should be always prepared to evacuate with the proper elements.
SNAM Chile
Sistema Nacional de Alarma de Maremotos